Leadership Institute

The AIA Leadership Institute is proud to announce the selection of our 2015 locations:

- Boston, MA hosted by the Boston Society of Architects
- Cleveland, OH hosted by AIA Cleveland
- Phoenix, AZ hosted by AIA Arizona
- San Antonio, TX hosted by AIA San Antonio
- Washington, DC (Hub) hosted by the AIA Center for Civic Leadership

As partners for the inaugural year of the re-envisioned and re-designed AIA Leadership Institute, these five locations will work together with the goal to bring timely, relevant, and interactive training to AIA members across the country. Taking place on Friday, October 23, 2015, the AIA Leadership Institute will be live broadcasted from our Hub Venue of Washington, DC to these four AIA Components. We will digitally connect in a one-day, shared national dialogue on leadership and architecture. The hybrid model leverages technology to live stream web-enabled video and in-person presentations. The program will showcase the best of national and local leadership knowledge. Anticipated attendance is over 250 participants. Please look for future communications with information on speakers, topics, and registration by visiting our website as updates continue to be announced: www.aialeadershipinstitute.com.
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#AIALI15 announces Regional Venues: Boston, Cleveland, Phoenix, San Antonio, & Washington, DC

#AIALeadership15 takes place 10.23.15 in Boston, Cleveland, Phoenix, San Antonio, & Washington, DC